
 

  

Checklist: Is Your Municipality 
Practicing Modern Governance?
Best practices & tools for a virtual world

The roles of publicly elected council members and local government administrators are 
frequently misunderstood, oftentimes even by those who choose to run for election. 
In well-functioning local governments, and in “normal” times, the discrete roles of 
administration (embodied by city/county managers and municipal employees) and 
governance (carried out primarily by council members/board members/commissioners) 
are easy to spot. The council/board sets policy and supports the administration 
in carrying out government business, setting the direction and priorities of the 
organization. The administration carries out day-to-day business and enacts the policies 
set forth by the council or board. 

 However, in times of rapid change or emergency, 
roles can flow and blend together. The COVID-19 
pandemic has blurred the lines between administration 
and governance for many organizations. As office 
shutdowns and “stay at home” orders stretched from 
days, to weeks, and then months, government leaders 
have been pressed to find new ways to stay connected 
and informed. Many local governments have been 
forced to rapidly adapt to remote work and virtual 
council proceedings. 

Balancing Transparency and Data Privacy
The law and philosophy of local government promote 
transparency, but not all government documents can 
be made public. Health records of employees, certain 
legal actions and the personal data of council meeting 
software users are some of the types of information 
local governments may deal with that cannot be stored 
in the public domain. Information security and data 
privacy are always topics of concern. With the rise in 
remote work during the pandemic, cybercrime has 
risen four-foldi, and these issues have become critically 
important. 

Layered on top of these challenges is the groundswell 
of global protests against police brutality and systemic 
racism. Citizens everywhere are calling not only for 
reform, but for greater transparency and participation 
in local budget decisions and funding priorities. The 

demand for greater transparency and accountability 
comes at the same moment local governments are 
grappling with their long-term pandemic response, the 
shifting business landscape and workforce, and rapid 
digital transformation. 

In times of volatility, uncertainty, complexity and high 
risk, only the most agile leaders and organizations can 
thrive. Modern governance is the path forward.

Modern Governance: A Bulwark Against 
Risk and Uncertainty
Modern governance equips local government officials 
with the information they need to ask questions and 
address red flags. It protects a municipality’s important 
data and enables transparency within the community. 
It empowers officials with the technology, insights and 
practices required to fuel good governance. As local 
governments make dramatic changes to how they work, 
modern governance solutions help position them for 
success. 

In this guide, you’ll find three sections—the three pillars 
of modern governance that provide a framework for 
today’s local government councils and administrations:

1. Process & Efficiency
2. Security & Data Protection
3. Transparency & Access
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A Buyer’s Guide:  
Choosing the Right Agenda & 
Meeting Management Solution 
for Local Governments

The Importance of Council Agenda & Meeting Management 
and Why Current Solutions Often Fall Short

For many cities and towns, the staff who support local governments are the ones who 
do the real work of supporting a community. They are now making a concerted effort 
to better engage citizens and to streamline local government operations. The ability of 
the council to operate effectively and to make decisions is central to improving overall 
quality of service to citizens.

For councils to operate effectively, they must have 
all necessary past and present documents. Providing 
these files is a team effort involving clerks, town  
employees and agenda packets members. The paper 
or computerized system used to prepare this  
information will determine how useful the information is. 
Too often, many of the existing systems for managing 
meeting-related documents only truly serve the council 
members and are hard for clerks and other municipal 
employees to use. These systems lack the key features 
necessary, making the process difficult, inefficient and 
frustrating for the clerks and support teams. 

A key reason many existing systems focus on the  
council members and chairpersons is that those people 
often drive the buying process and only understand 
their own needs. Making matters worse, many of the 
council members and chairs don’t really know the  
document creation and management process that the 
staff uses, so they don’t choose the right solution.
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Local government organizations often find that legacy 
systems that support the operating council lack critical 
features, or that they make daily tasks redundant and 
inefficient. For this reason, many are looking to migrate 
to a better solution. Nearly every local government is 
involved in one of two upgrade scenarios: 

 � Moving from a paper-based system 

 � Upgrading the current computer-based system

This section of the buyer’s guide will first identify  
common elements of the buying process for both  
scenarios, then focus on how to develop a buying  
process that is most appropriate for each type of  
migration. The elements of the buying process that are 
common for both paper and computer-based system 
upgrades include the following:

 � Ensure that all the necessary parties participate in 
the process 

 � Understand the compliance and legal issues that 
can impact council member communication 

 � Identify and detail essential tasks the software 
must support: pre-meeting, during the meeting 
and post-meeting

Buying process elements for upgrades 
from paper-based systems

When a local government still uses paper-based  
systems to support the council, and this is quite  
common, the buying process must focus heavily on how 
the migration from the existing paper documents to a  
computer-based system will occur. The buying process 
must put substantial scrutiny on this point, as “starting fresh” 
and ignoring past documents won’t work. 

Sifting through old paper documents to find  
information from previous meetings or deliberations  
is not acceptable. 

Another vital part of the buying process is evaluating 
the vendor’s commitment to providing a full solution 
that supports council activities. In some cases, the 
meeting management solution is limited and is a small 
piece of a much larger solution for other aspects of 
municipal operations. As a result, the solution may lack 
functionality and have limitations that won’t become 
apparent until too late. 
 

Replacing a current computerized system
 
When a local government wants to replace an older 
or less-functional digital system, a few specific issues 
must be considered. The initial question that should be 
part of the buying process is why an incumbent vendor 
needs to be replaced. Many local government  
organizations are finding that incumbent vendors are 
falling short on key capabilities. They are not able to 
provide a simple and efficient solution for clerks, to 
meet compliance demands, to provide sufficient  
training and support, or to ensure security. 

The buying process should also include a full  
understanding of how each specific vendor supports 
the migration to the new system. Trying to perform a 
migration “over the phone” is problematic; it can be 
extremely frustrating for staff, and problems can be 
difficult to solve. Getting the benefits of the new system 
requires successful migration. 

The buying process must also scrutinize the security 
and compliance claims of a potential vendor. These two 
issues are becoming thornier, and with recent changes, 
a strong vendor will be on top of the latest  
requirements. It is worth asking reference customers 
about this issue and about their experiences on  
that subject.

Determining the Right Buying Process for a Better Agenda 
& Meeting Management Solution
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Critical Capabilities and Functionality for Best-in-Class 
Agenda & Meeting Management Solutions

4. Ability to import existing documents 

Incorporating the past and current agenda packets  
materials, supporting documents and any other information 
into the new system is a must-have. This is non-negotiable. 
The vendor should have a demonstrable and documented 
process for how this occurs; it cannot be left to chance. 
Additionally, reference customers should be queried about 
how this process occurred, and if it was completed in a 
satisfactory manner. 
 

5. Direct cost reduction 

A new solution should also help on the budget side. Too 
often, the work of clerks and town employees to support 
council operations is an area of high cost/low efficiency. 
The manual process of preparing documents and updating 
them may require a larger support team than an efficient 
computer-based system. Frequent changes to the packet 
end up requiring increasing amounts of support time. 
Another area of cost is printing and reprinting documents 
when paper-based systems are used. An effective archive 
and tracking system will also reduce costs by cutting the 
time needed to manage and find information.  
 

6. Enhance flexibility 

One truism about local government council meetings is 
that the closer it gets to the meeting date, the more council 
members request changes to the meeting documents. 
Unfortunately, many systems cannot handle last-minute or 
frequent changes. An ideal solution would support  
changes and modifications better by simplifying the  
process and allowing changes closer to the meeting. 
Nearly every system that relies on paper-based output will 
fail this test. 
 

7. Reduce inaccuracies 

Inaccurate or inconsistent documents will cause significant 
problems for council members. The system must ensure 
that everyone has the same version of the document and 
that older versions are automatically replaced. Beyond 
that, it is essential that the system can accurately deliver 
changes/edits/updates to the clerks and support staff in 
a usable and trackable format. Handwritten annotation to 
documents is fraught with problems.

This section of the buying guide will detail the key 
features and capabilities that your local government 
should demand in a modern governance solution. It is 
important to ensure that these features are currently 
available, and not part of a “future product road map” 
with only a promise of implementation.   
 

1. Securely tracking  
   and managing documents 

Privacy and data protection statutes are becoming more 
stringent as constituents demand better protection for  
personal data. Meeting notes and supporting documents 
often contain sensitive information as well. As a result, 
security is now critical. Systems that rely on paper-based 
documents nearly always fail basic tests, such as  
information control and document tracking. This is also true 
for unprotected electronic documents, such as PDFs that 
lack security. Making matters worse, cyber threats regularly 
target and utilize PDFs for broader attacks. The new 
system should have a self-contained secure document 
capability to protect any information provided to council 
members as necessary and should help them prevent an 
information breach.

2. Compliance with  
    your local disabilities act 

One of the most overlooked aspects of disabilities  
legislation compliance is ensuring that taxpayers and  
constituents with disabilities can review or use the  
information that is published by local government  
organizations. This may include closed-captioning for  
videos and text-to-speech software for documents.  
This element is vital to ensuring that all community  
members can participate in the civic process. 
 

3. Strong search functionality 

Everyone loves Google, and search has become a huge 
timesaver. That means your new system for managing 
council meeting information must have strong search 
capability, but with additional features that are specific to 
supporting the council. In this context, search means more 
than just finding a piece of information. Search  
functionality must be able to tie that information back to a 
specific meeting or document so that it is always in context. 
The search function should also simplify finding other  
related or backup material that is appropriate to that 
search. Further, accurate and effective search functionality 
may also impact your compliance standing because the 
inability to find information or its context may create  
a problem. 
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What to Look for in a Vendor/Partner

4. Outstanding customer support 

Support quality is likely to determine the quality of your 
ownership experience. Excellent support means a few 
things: people who answer the phone quickly, agents who 
speak your language well, support representatives who 
have strong product skills and experts who are available 
quickly. One of the best ways to gauge the quality of  
support is to ask existing customers if they are pleased 
with the support they receive. 
 

5. Focus on this specific solution 

Some vendors may have very broad product lines or lots 
of different solutions for local governments. That is fine, 
but it is critical that they also have the necessary focus on 
agenda packets document management, streamlining the 
meeting process and improving governance. It is also vital 
that the vendor of your choosing demonstrates a  
commitment to and investment in supporting the work of 
local government organizations. Vendors that focus on 
these aspects will bring new features to market faster and 
have more in-depth expertise that you can rely on. 
 

6. Enhance flexibility 

One truism about local government council meetings is 
that the closer it gets to the meeting date, the more council 
members request changes to the meeting documents. 
Unfortunately, many systems cannot handle last-minute or 
frequent changes. An ideal solution would support  
changes and modifications better by simplifying the  
process and allowing changes closer to the meeting.  
Nearly every system that relies on paper-based output  
will fail this test. 
 

When choosing a new agenda and meeting  
management system, much of the focus tends to be 
on the product. However, it is just as important to make 
sure that the vendor you choose commits to offering 
the services and capabilities around the product that 
optimize the ownership experience for your local  
government organization. Providing a top-notch  
solution requires that vendors provide the following: 
 

1. Best-in-class user training  

Perhaps the single most important vendor service is to 
train your clerks, local government employees, support 
staff and council members on how to use the new system. 
Without adequate training, the solution may make things 
worse. Many vendors offer online training, which is often 
not enough for all users to get up to speed smoothly and 
quickly. An ideal technology partner will provide flexibility 
and efficiency in onboarding, giving users the option to 
utilize self-directed learning resources, videos and remote 
instructor-led group training, remote individual coaching, 
on-site instructor-led training, or a combination of training 
options that fits best. A flexible training structure like this 
ensures that all questions are answered and that the  
training was effective for all users.

2. Documented and effective  
    migration services

A good solution doesn’t leave the local government 
organization with two different environments, one before 
installation and one after. The ability to work across all 
documents, and to use them regardless of when they were 
created, is critical. Without information migration services, 
the new system will only cause frustration and  
inefficiency whenever older information is required,  
and that will happen regularly.
 

3. Strong security solutions  

Any vendor being considered must have a complete and 
effective set of security capabilities in the product and 
commit to enhancing those capabilities as necessary.  
Further, security should be a key driver in the product  
design, not an afterthought or implemented selectively. 
Any system that continues to rely on paper to deliver  
council meeting documents is fundamentally insecure 
because paper documents have no controls. 
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Key Takeaways

This buyer’s guide will help you make the best decision 
for improving the process of agenda and meeting 
management, accessibility, increasing transparency and 
boosting community engagement for local government 
organizations. Many existing solutions increase costs 
with inefficient processes for creating and managing 
key documents, and they may also lack the security 
necessary in light of advances and changes in cyber 
threats. It is also important to improve the processes 
that support the council to make it easier to add to 
and change documents – providing the ability to make 
changes closer to the meeting date. Many legacy  
systems just don’t measure up.
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Updating your document management platform from a 
less-than-optimal legacy product to one that will meet 
current and future needs is not complicated. To be 
successful, though, you need a strong plan for selecting 
the best solution. 



Save money. Save time. Make a difference.

Local government leaders require the right digital tools for transparent communication and document sharing now more 
than ever. For the work of municipalities to continue, solidifying these processes in a virtual format is critical. iCompass 
provides local government organizations a platform to exercise transparency, navigate remote collaboration, and reach  
the community effectively. 

Designed to support nimble public meeting preparation and communication all within a virtual sphere, iCompass supports 
resilience during times of uncertainty and unexpected change. 

 � Share agendas, documents and meetings details with the public

 � Enable easy access to past meeting information

 � Support engagement with virtual hybrid or in-person meetings and/or recordings

Community is the next generation of iCompass.

Community by Diligent is the next generation of the industry leading solutions, iCompass & BoardDocs, trusted tools used 
by over 4,000 public governing bodies. The intuitive, easy-to-use paperless meeting software supports public leaders  
and board members to streamline the way they build agendas, distribute materials to the board, and communicate  
with constituents and before, during, and after public meetings — whether they are in person or virtual. 
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“iCompass has helped our  
transparency 100% by allowing 
the public to easily search through 
board agendas and historical  
documents. We are now  
providing more information 
to the public today.”

Colby Diuguid, General Manager, 
Jurupa Area Recreation and Park District

iCompass helps people in local government with limited resources and limited time excel at serving their citizens.  
Learn more about the endless possibilities in modern governance for government: www.icompasstech.com 
We can help you find the right solution to suit your municipality’s needs.  
Schedule a demo today or contact us at sales@icompasstech.com 


